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What Happened?

Stalin, the leader of the soviet union set in 
motion events designed to cause famine in 
Ukraine to destroy people who were going and 
rebelling against his rule.
who:  Joseph Stalin was the one responsible
When: 1932-1933
Where: Ukraine
                            



Economic Factors to the 
Genocide.

This Genocide had Political Factors because 
when Stalin took control he seized all person 
farms, so anything being grown could be 
money made for him and when people 
rebelled and refused thats when he started to 
starve them.



Geographic Factor of 
Genocide.
This Genocide had Geographic Factors because Ukraine 
has very fertile soil and is great for farming and when 
Stalin wanted to control all of the farming and the people 
rebelled then Geography played a role in that because of 
the soil and Geographical Placement making farming its 
money hole.



Group Responsible 

The person Responsible was Joseph Stalin and 
“ his people” or whoever was the people 
working for him and enforcing his rulings.



Motives 

Stalin’s motives were simply to make money. 
He used violence to make a point when people 
started to rebel. He wanted to make as much 
money as possible on the farming that he did 
what it took, that was his motive. Money$



People Victimized 

The people targeted were the people that 
were standing in the way of Stalin making 
money. Those were the people residing in 
Ukraine and the People rebelling. 



Survival Tactics 

People tried to migrate towards other cities in 
the direction as Kiev. 
If they didn’t leave they survived by following 
orders and becoming slaves. If you were 
suspected of plotting a revolt you were 
arrested and either shot or deported to a 
prison camp.



Death Toll/Casualties 

 7 Million people died and dropped dead of 
starvation. And anybody not following Stalin’s 
orders. 



Response of other 
countries/Preventable

None of the Neighboring countries interveined 
and it was not preventable by other countries.



Effects on Perpetrator and 
victims 

Stalin lived on for 20 years after the starvation 
ended in 1933. He died in 1953.
Victims and families took a while to get back 
up on their feet.
 



Present day Ukraine 

Today the Ukraine population continues to fall 
and their economy is in a lot of debt. They 
also have a very high rate of abandoned kids 
because parents fell into social problems after 
they were born.
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Classification 

Stalin took the people that were cooperating 
with him and the people who were not and 
separated them and starved one group and 
turned the other ones into slaves.



Symbolization 



Dehumanization 

Stalin took the cooperative citizens and let 
them be slaves and treated them as slaves and 
“dehumanized” them and took them down to 
a lower standard.



Organization 



Polarization 



Preparation 

There really was no preperation. The issue hit 
him when he became the leader and he called 
the shots from there by ear and just went with 
it.



Extermination

Stalin starved and shot anybody that was 
rebelling against him and this was his way of 
exterminating the people standing in the way 
of him and his money and cash crops.



Denial

Joseph Stalin used denial by denying the 
citizens of Ukraine their independence and 
denying the effort of handling the problem a 
better way.


